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First Glance



Name Pack

Gender Androgyne (feminine)

Age 12 years old and a half

Height / Build 1 m 40

Race/ethnicity Kanopian (alien)

Inspiration

Real Life or Fictional Inspiration

Behaviors

Appearance (click to expand... )

Fully equipped, she appears to be . She .ready for any situation faces danger with ease

Personality (click to expand... )

She tends to go on her own . In Fact, this eagerness shows how worried she is for her when things are going too slow for her
parents. Going forward is the only way to reach their parents in time. Sometimes, she sounds impatient and fearless, but she will never 
leave a member of her family behind. At least, not on purpose.

Introverted or Extroverted Introverted

Traits

Governing Conflicting Secondary

Instinctive Sensitive Voluntary

Vigorous / Bold Worried

Hyperactive / Impatient

Character’s Deep

Moments that marked them and their personality (click to expand... )

Breaking Point



Parents' disappearance: It pushes her to give the best of herself to find her parents as quickly as possible

What they wish the most (click to expand... )

Follow her parents through their expedition

What they fear the most (click to expand... )

Lose her parents

Curriculum Vitae

Education Most of what she knows is from her big brother

Current Job/Career Student

Love Life Making her uncomfortable

Family Mum, Dad, and big brother

Behavior toward strangers Warm and patient

Favorite Food Cooked food

Favorite Drink Fruity drinks

Favorite Clothing Sports clothes

Background/History, defining moments/experiences that have shaped who hey are, current status (click to expand... )

Raised under her brother’s care, she’s developed a strong bond with him. Living through his explorer stories, she understands more 
than anyone how “cool” an explorer’s life is. As time goes by, she prefers to hear stories about her parents' adventures. Noticing that 
their parents are absent most of the time, she tends to precious her time with them and likes to learn more and more about them.

On her tenth birthday, she decides to train herself in order to become an explorer with the help of her brother. By that, she expects that 
she would join her parents in their adventure.

Evolution

How they evolve through the story (click to expand... )

She acts fearless and tireless but hides her concern about their parents' condition. Not knowing how they are is stressing her.

From doubt to panic, she couldn't wait to look for them and feels that sometimes her brother is slowing her down. She’s torn by the fact 
she’s enjoying her first adventure with her big brother but fears that she might never live another one with her parents.

When she finds her parents' camera, broken on the floor, she breaks into tears. Tetanised, she refuses her brother’s consolations and 
realized that both of them aren’t living what they thought was an adventure. At this moment, she understands that an adventure is not 
about the destination or the outcome, but about the way you live those moments. Everything is an adventure as long as you decide to 
see it that way. A disappearance that turns out to be a great mystery, to a journey full of challenges turning into sibling adventure, and 
finally, a broken camera turning into a treasure hunt for its lost parts/pieces.

Relationships with other characters

Character’s name Relationship’s nature

Strongest Dream

Strongest Fear

Bio

Character Development



LIVE She relies on him and his knowledge to become an experienced 
explorer.

MUM

DAD
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